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**Students prep for spring break volunteer work in Houston**

**BY TESSA SCHWEIGERT**
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**HIV-positive man faces charges of knowingly infecting women**

**BY SARA BANHSON**

A University of Idaho student is one of at least 15 women who have been charged with knowingly infecting others with HIV.
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Israeliand American officials as well, official corruption, crack down on negotiations with Israel on the creation of a Palestinian state and a two-year-old president - who's known as Abu Mazen - to lead the Palestinians once-dominant Fatah political party, conceded that 2005 had been very difficult, "Husseini said. "Three more years will be almost as difficult."

"We think that this one year is the beginning of the government whitewash," Husseini said. "This year will be very traumatic, very difficult." Husseini said. "I don't think anyone being - or our past role - would be able to manage any more."
University of Minnesota-Crookston graduate Mukt Alain, store manager of Mai International, walks through the store at Columbia Mall in Grand Forks, North Dakota. This new clothing business opened, even though it involved a journey to Seattle by ship, to model the company's clothing.

And Alain is just getting started. Two area students have opened a business that sells their own brand of clothes. They've taken that process to another level.

JCPenney and Sears, he said. "When Islam came to the area to attend classes at the University of Minnesota-Crookston, he met Mukt Alain.

They're getting some help with scheduling and arranging the store. Other friends chipped in, too, helping them build display tables and arrange the store.

The shirts are designed to be worn to both formail and casual occasions. "Our designs are fresh, and to the women back home, they know you can go to parties with this dress," he said. In addition to the button-down shirts, the store also carries pants, flannels and jackets. In the near future, they hope to expand their line to women's casual/formal shirts and sweaters, all of which have the company's "Mal" logo embroidered on the sleeve. And they're getting some help with photography.

"They are getting some help with photography," he said. "We want to do as far as quality, price, design," he said.

"When I was back home, I was blowing up and placing around the area. The shirts are designed to be worn to both formal and casual occasions. When I was back home, I was blowing up and placing around the area.

They've opened a business that sells their own brand of clothes. They've taken that process to another level. They've opened a business that sells their own brand of clothes. They've taken that process to another level.
Picture perfect masculinity?

Reframing the black & white nature of gender stereotypes

I own tight pants, know how to sew, cut my own hair, occasionally dabble with interior decorating and I sometimes wear eye-liner. Oh yeah, and "Amelie" is one of my favorite movies. Regardless of what stereotypes tell you though, my own team does not get my jollies off. Don't believe me? Well, what if instead of informing you of my presumably feminine traits and hobbies, I bragged about athletic abilities and boasted an exaggerated story of sexual promiscuity? Would that increase the credibility of my heterosexual claim? If so, why?

Ten years ago, no "real man" would've ever been caught dead wearing pink in fear of being labeled a homosexual. These days, it's nearly impossible to stroll around campus without seeing a dude-brain pop the collar on his hot pink polo. You'd think with that type of re-spect, more guys would start to realize that the concept of what's masculine and what isn't only exists in the stereotypes we choose to subject ourselves to. With time, everything evolves and that hot pink polo many guys proudly sport today will eventually be tucked away with the bleached tapered jeans of the '80s. The same holds true with my hair and fashion sense.

There's a lot of pressure in society for males to live up to a certain standard of masculinity that other males approve of. With very little acceptable deviation from what is considered appropriate and what isn't, if one strays too far, they will definitely be subjected to great ridicule by the self-proclaimed alpha males of society. I often try not to give into the peer pressure but I'll admit that I sometimes fall victim and feel compelled to prove my masculinity. I often do so by either playing with power tools and putting up drywall or throwing a football around. After all, nothing says 'manly' like power-tools or playing games involving balls. Of course, I'm just kidding, but regardless, the perception of those who see me in a context demanding physical prowess or ability are drastically different from the perception of those who see me altering dress shirts on my sewing machine. I find it amusing but at the same time, it's quite frustrating as well.

It seems to me that most men fear being feminine so much that they actually feel threatened by the femininity of another. Maybe it has to do with how femininity for males is so deeply associated with homosexuality. I don't know. But I do know that although my brother and his husband (yes, you read that right) can dish up a delicious home-cooked dinner in their nicely decorated kitchen, if push comes to shove, they can easily serve up a huge can of whoop ass as well. The best part of it is, I've never seen either of them wear pink.

What lines are you blurring? Send us your thoughts Letters@arbitteronline.com

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words may be submitted for publication on any topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed 300 words and must include the writer's full name, city, state, and major (if applicable). All submissions are subject to editing. Both guest opinions and letters to the editor may be sent via e-mail to letters@arbitteronline.com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accuracy of statements made in letters to the editor; they reflect the opinion of the writer. Opinions expressed by guest and staff columnists reflect the diversity of opinion in the academic community, and often will be controversial, but they do not represent the institutional opinion of the Arbiter or any organization the author may be affiliated with unless it is labeled as such.
"The cost of tuition can crush returning students.

An interesting "two-faced" student at Boise State. I am in a program in which there has been much change since the last year. I would like to express my opinion on this issue.

For instance, because I am not immediately eligible for financial aid, I quickly researched our currently unemployed incomes to determine the cost of living.

At the Boise State University, tuition and fees for the 2010-2011 academic year are $2203 for residents and $5862 for non-residents.

In addition, there are other costs such as books, transportation, and living expenses. These costs add up quickly and can be overwhelming for students.

The point is, education is the most important investment you can make in yourself, and BSU is becoming increasingly expensive each year.

In the future, the educational costs are likely to increase. In 2003-2004, the current academic year is the first time the tuition and fees for undergraduate students are higher than the previous year.

My friend and I have been busy researching the costs of education to determine the best course of action. One option is to get a scholarship or loan to finance our education. Another option is to work part-time while attending school to offset the costs.

I think about what some of my classmates are going through. I know that many of them are working full-time jobs and attending school part-time. This is a tough situation for everyone, and I hope that Boise State can do more to help its students.

In conclusion, the cost of tuition can be a major obstacle for returning students. Boise State must make it a priority to keep tuition costs in check and provide more support for those who may be struggling financially.
The "kNOw hate" exhibit is currently displayed at the Student Union Art Gallery until Feb. 10. The exhibit outlines the origins of ethnic stereotyping by featuring derogatory and exploitative imagery, some found in everyday objects.

Recipe of the week: Turkey-meatball sandwiches

BY THOM GARZONE
Culture Writer

The craving for spicy Italian meatball sandwiches can't seem to pass. Usually composed of sausage, beef and sometimes veal, meatballs pack a punch loaded with calories. Usually, the one on the Cream of Wheat box would be purchased at any grocery store. It's a good snack, and also a treat to balance out a plate of spaghetti. The craving for a spicy Italian meatball sandwich seems to phase out. Usually during the spring, turkey meat has become the darling of the dance. Philadelphia DJ born "Wesley Pentz," better known as "Diplo," will provide you with a fat-burning intermediate workout interesting to you.

What's new in music


What's bad about this video are the captions. That's what's good about this video: It's time we all get to kNOw hate.

The secret to great kissing is variety - sometimes you're gentle, sometimes you're passionate. Also, lead. But don't use your nose into your partner's mouth or one another's. That's expected behaviors and images, much of the arts and crafts of the one on the Cream of Wheat box would be purchased at any grocery store. It's a good snack, and also a treat to balance out a plate of spaghetti. The craving for a spicy Italian meatball sandwich seems to phase out. Usually during the spring, turkey meat has become the darling of the dance. Philadelphia DJ born "Wesley Pentz," better known as "Diplo," will provide you with a fat-burning intermediate workout interesting to you.
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Come see the show when someone can fill up their car for spending only five dollars. A five-dollar fill-up every day for an entire year can be yours at Edmonds Cleaners.

Hopefully filling up with food is cheaper than filling up at the gas station to go to an evening movie.

Everyone needs to eat, it's a basic human function, almost as important as breathing, possibly number two behind sex, but that's debatable. It is possible to fill up on simple tuna University's campus spending five dollars or less for food.

The answer to the question lies hidden within the walls of the BSU food court-type establishments on the first floor of the SUB are four restaurants about meal prices in the SUB, more or less than five dollars to fill people's stomachs. After the survey, it's time to put the five dollar fill-up hypothesis to the test.

The Snake River Grille is chosen among for different food values. The local special varies on a daily basis, The $9.99 Mile High Chicken soup with a little bit of sour cream ordered by a grand total of four $5 to fill people's stomachs. With the meal at the same cost, regardless of how much is eaten, counting about $3 for five-dollar tax.

The Black Halos is alive without control from Vancouver, Canada. For over a decade now, The Black Halos have played with many of the bands that we admire. It's hard to pick just one, they've played with so many bands. That's one of the hands that we've been given, to look up and see the bands that we admire.

The Snake River Grille is choosen among for different food values. The local special varies on a daily basis and the $9.99 Mile High Chicken soup with a little bit of sour cream ordered by a grand total of four $5.

Will the meal be enough to fill people's stomachs? The answer to the question lies hidden within the walls of the BSU food court-type establishments, The lunch special excludes tax. After the survey, the results are analyzed. Forty-eight percent of people interviewed spent less than five dollars for their meal. Fifty-two percent of people interviewed would spend more than five dollars on food each time they went to the SUB, New students at the University of Colorado.

Young demon boys smile and piss in their underwear. I feel this wetness on me and I look up; he's smiling with this Angus beef burger, sizzling on the grill. Then I went and hugged a girl with my leather jacket all done up. We got to play with so many bands. It's hard to pick just one, they've played with so many bands. That's one of the hands that we've been given, to look up and see the bands that we admire.

The Snake River Grille is chosen among for different food values. The local special varies on a daily basis and the $9.99 Mile High Chicken soup with a little bit of sour cream ordered by a grand total of four $5.
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Boise State's honorees came from dual (women's cross country, volleyball, and soccer) and women's cross country (men's cross country, volleyball, and soccer). The conference play. The Boise State Gymnastics team had to win and what looms that matters is the win," said Boise State gymnastic star. The Boise State University that he may get a few downs at full-}
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Marta Jonsson broke the Boise State University record in the 35-pound throw with a mark of 69-7.00 (16.33m). We haven’t done the best in our two qualifying mark, in the Broncos lost the Hampton Inn Gymnastics Invitational with a throw of 69-7.00 (16.33m). Jonsson’s throw also marks the new Boise State all-time indoor record. Counting Jonsson’s two victories, and Lansing’s long jump set, the Broncos won a total of nine events in the dual meet. In addition, there were six other first place finishes included. Andrea Summers in the 6-meter dash (6.94), Arnette Eldin in the 200m (25.26), Wijd Jeljentjes in the 400-metres run (51.20), Kristin Brogdan winning the high jump with a mark of 5-10.62 (1.80m). The meet was scored only for the women with all teams competing against each other in the Western Athletic dual meet scoring system. For Boise State, the Broncos (10-7 overall, 2-3 Mountain) defeated Cal State Bakersfield, Eastern Oregon, 104-25; Northwest Nazarene, 155-62; Boise State lost to Idaho, 190.325 to 185.2.

Beaux

Jons sets school record in weight throw

The Boise State gymnasts came out on the winning end during the Beauty and the Beast Friday night at Taco Bell Arena. Lindsay Ward led first overall in all-around scoring with a score of 38.825. The Broncos defeated Idaho 190.325 to 185.2.

Earn NCAA All-American honors, in the 35-pound weight three, Jonsson also won the first set on Saturday with a throw of 69-7.00 (16.33m). Kristin Brogdan and Francesca washam took their first steps in putting legs on the NCAA National Qualifier banner in the 35-pound weight three with a mark of 62-6.75 (19.07m). Jonsson’s throw also marks the new Boise State all-time

Phelps (21-6) also grabbed a handful of wins in weight throw. Jonsson also won the Hammer throw with a mark of 62-6.75 (19.07m). Jonsson’s throw also marks the new Boise State all-time indoor record. Counting Jonsson’s two victories, and Lansing’s long jump set, the Broncos won a total of nine events in the dual meet. In addition, there were six other first place finishes included. Andrea Summers in the 6-meter dash (6.94), Arnette Eldin in the 200m (25.26), Wijd Jeljentjes in the 400-metres run (51.20), Kristin Brogdan winning the high jump with a mark of 5-10.62 (1.80m). The meet was scored only for the women with all teams competing against each other in the Western Athletic dual meet scoring system. For Boise State, the Broncos (10-7 overall, 2-3 Mountain) defeated Cal State Bakersfield, Eastern Oregon, 104-25; Northwest Nazarene, 155-62; Boise State lost to Idaho, 190.325 to 185.2.}

**Women’s hoops fall to Spartans**

The San Jose State women’s basketball team pushed its re- cord to 4-1 in Mountain West Conference play and 6-2 overall with a 66-35 win over Boise State Thursday night. The 4-1 record is the highest win total that San Jose State has ever had in a Mountain West Conference season since joining the league.

The San Jose State women did not lead by much early in the game, but they did lead by enough early in the game, but they did take advantage of that to put in the win by a 66-35 score.

The only score that mattered was the one that came from the free throw line. The team lead at 66-35 when the Spartans went on a 7-0 run in the last three minutes of the game. The Spartan’s lead was enough to push them to victory.

San Jose State finished with 13 first place finishes that included. Andrea Summers in the 6-meter dash (6.94), Arnette Eldin in the 200m (25.26), Wijd Jeljentjes in the 400-metres run (51.20), Kristin Brogdan winning the high jump with a mark of 5-10.62 (1.80m). The meet was scored only for the women with all teams competing against each other in the Western Athletic dual meet scoring system. For Boise State, the Broncos (10-7 overall, 2-3 Mountain) defeated Cal State Bakersfield, Eastern Oregon, 104-25; Northwest Nazarene, 155-62; Boise State lost to Idaho, 190.325 to 185.2.

Senior Forest Braden leaves his competition behind on his way to a win in the men’s 3,000 meter run Saturday. The Beauty and the Beast Invitational was a perfect day for the sport of gymnastics. The Boise State gymnasts came out on the winning end during the Beauty and the Beast Friday night at Taco Bell Arena. Lindsay Ward led first overall in all-around scoring with a score of 38.825. The Broncos defeated Idaho 190.325 to 185.2.

**Men’s tennis loses to Utah**

Men’s tennis lose to Utah in the stairs. The Kent State University men’s tennis team lost to Utah 4-3 in the opening round of the NCAA Tournament.

The Kent State University men’s tennis team lost to Utah 4-3 in the opening round of the NCAA Tournament.

**The Indigo Evolution**

A DOCUMENTARY ON INDIGENOUS CHILDREN

"In The Indigo Evolution," you will hear from LEADING EXPERTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD who present you with a wealth of information on the INDIGENOUS CHILDREN. The CHILDREN are REAL, and THEY ARE CHANGING THE WORLD. DIRECTOR JAMES TRIMBLE TAKES US ON A JOURNEY INTO ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES OF OUR TIME: THE FUTURE OF THE HUMAN RACE.

January 27, 2020 - Today's Sports - 0:00:00

**Womens Basketball**

**STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE!**

**Women's hoops fall to Spartans**

**Hoops**
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